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2019 KUFSA
Indonesia
Banana
Batter

KYUDAISAI FOODS
Pisang Goreng

Pisang goreng (means fried banana in Indonesian) is a snack made of banana covered in batter and
deep fried in hot cooking oil. Similar kind of food can also be found in Malaysia, Singapore. Brunei, the
Philippines, Thailand, Cambodia, or Vietnam. In Indonesia, pisang goreng is one type of snacks that are
often sold by street vendors or traditional coffee shops.
In Indonesia, pisang goreng is often consumed in the teatime break as a companion snack for tea or
coffee. It is usually combined with other fritters, such as fried tofu and tempeh. Nowadays, pisang goreng
is often served with various toppings such as kaya jam, powdered sugar, cinnamon sugar, condensed
milk, and many more.

Aasir

North Africa
Milk, Banana
Mixed nuts

Aasir is a kind of North Africa smoothie. A Smoothie is a thick and creamy beverage made from pureed
raw fruit, vegetables, and sometimes dairy products (e.g. milk, yogurt...), typically using a blender. Many
elements can be added to a smoothie such as water, crushed ice, fruit juice, sweeteners (e.g. honey,
sugar, or syrup). The healthfulness of a smoothie depends on its ingredients and their proportions. Many
smoothies include large or multiple servings of fruits and vegetables, which are recommended in a healthy
diet. Many different smoothies are part of Indian, Mediterranean, and Middle Eastern cuisine.
Smoothies have many benefits, such as improving your immune system, providing healthy hair and
skin, rebuilding your body after a exercising and they are also a good remedy for detoxification.
Specifically, the banana smoothie is simple and packed with protein, fiber, and potassium! Don’t miss
the chance to experience our North African variant of the banana smoothie. Our vegan community is
welcome since we also serve a vegan-friendly version using soy milk.

Korea
Cheese
Chicken

Cheese Dakgalbi

A roasted chicken sliced into a size of a bite with Korean sweet spicy sauce is known as Dakgalbi. Plus,
topping cheese or Mozzarella cheese is added in order to be familiar to foreign people. The combination
of them is created to become a Cheese Dakgalbi. Depending on the preferences, some vegetables and
mushrooms can be added. The spicy sauce includes chili pepper paste, chili pepper powder, sugar, garlic,
sesame oil, soy sauce, pepper and cooking wine. These ingredients make one unique Korean sweet spicy
sauce that gets along with chicken.
In Japan recently, among young people such as teenagers, Cheese Dakgalbi became famous and it
spread by people posting on Instagram and also Youtubers cooking by themselves as well. It was a big
issue that the recipes and cooking methods broadcasted on TV channels in several countries. Now it
became one of the distinctive Korean food among other dishes.

Piyaju

Bangladesh
Lentils
Onions

Piyaju is a common household Bangladeshi snack, eaten mainly during ramadan! They’re very simple
to make and delicious to eat. Although the recipe will slightly differ depending on the cook, they're essentially lentil fritters! Lentils are a type of pulse or legume, used as the base of daal curries, and a great
source of vegetarian protein. Piyaju are balls of pureed lentils, sliced onions and some basic spices, deep
fried in oil. Crunchy on the outside, soft on the inside; savoury, salty, spicy, and leaves you wanting more.
Sure, the deep frying makes them slightly fatty, but they’re 100% vegan and mostly protein, so how
unhealthy can it really be? You’re just eating vegetables! If you’re looking for a delicious and light snack
or this upcoming Kyudaisai, try out Piyaju! But beware, they’re so good that you'll end up coming without
even realizing.
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General Info

Global Corner

Bangladesh (written বাংলাদেশ in its script, officially the People’s

Republic of Bangladesh), is a South Asian country, bordered by India
and Myanmar, with a coastline in the Bay of Bengal, part of the larger
Indian Ocean. Bangladesh has an area roughly 40% that of Japan, but

BANGLADESH

an estimated population of about 162 million, 40 million more than
Japan; Bangladesh is also the most population dense large country in
the world.
The capital of Bangladesh is Dhaka; other popular cities include
Chittagong, Khulna, Sylhet, and Rajshahi. The official language of
Bangladesh is Bangla, also written Bengali (desh meaning country).
Anything pertaining to Bangladesh is called Bangladeshi, a speaker of
Bangla is a Bengali. The population is 98% Bengali and 90% Muslim.
The national animal is the Bengal tiger, fish is the Hilsa (Ilish), and the
currency is taka.

History

The region which is now Bangladesh has been a part of numerous empires.
It has seen eras under Hinduism, Buddhism, and most recently Islam under
Mughal empire from the 17th Century. It was under the British empire from 1757
to 1947, and soon after became East Pakistan from 1955. After years of tension
culminating with the Pakistani government decreeing the state language to be
made Urdu, we fought and won our independence in 1971. The 21st of February 1971, when multiple Bengali students were killed for protesting the recognition of the Bangla language, is celebrated to this day by Bangladeshis; in 1999
UNESCO announced 21st February to be celebrated as International Mother
Language Day to promote awareness of linguistics, cultural diversity and
multilingualism.

Food

Bangladeshi cuisine has influences from various empires it came across in its
history, but also from its geography. Our staple like much of South Asia is long
grain rice. Being part of the largest river delta in the world we also love fresh-water fish. On the 14th of April, Bangladeshi New Years, we traditionally eat panta

Sightseeing

bhat and ilish, a type of fermented rice dish and our national fish. We are also
well known for our sweets, namely roshogolla, also known by its name in Hindi,
rasgulla.

Carrying from the topic of food, if you’re a lover of food you should definitely visit Old Dhaka, a hub of delicacies and culture. If you’re
enthralled by architecture you can find monuments erected after our war of Independence in Dhaka, but also mosques, palaces and
many other building rich in culture dating back hundreds if not thousands of years. Finally if you’re a lover of nature you can visit Shundorbon, to the West, or Bandorbon, the hill track areas in Chittagong, or Cox’s Bazaar the world’s longest beach, in the East.
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NAGASAKI
SUMMER RETREAT

KUFSA Trip

Yutoku Inari Shrine

As the summer vacation
drew to a close on the 14th of
September, KUFSA organized a
2-day trip to Nagasaki prefecture.
Around 60 excited students and family
members departed from various campuses in the
morning and we all gathered at the Yutoku Inari Shrine in Saga.
This is considered as one of the 3 most famous Inari shrines in
Japan; and these are shrines dedicated to the Inari deity generally
associated with foxes, rice and prosperity. Unsurprisingly we were
greeted by a large number of red torii and we caught glimpses of
fox statues all around as we made our way to the top of the hill.

Unzen Hell

After that we headed over to the Unzen part of Nagasaki
prefecture, stopping firstly at the Chijiwa tourist center for
some lunch. After which we took some time to relax at Hot
Foot 105, the longest hot foot bath in Japan measuring
105m in length and whose source is said to be at a blazing
105 degrees. Luckily the water running through the foot bath
was cooled to a comfortable temperature and we could dip
our feet in and relax for a while. We then proceeded to
witness the fuming smoke coming from the ground at the
famous Unzen hell. After that we then went over to our
accommodation place in Shimabara where we had a nice
dinner, a soothing bath and afterwards played games and
chatted till the late hours of the night.

Nagasaki Peace park
We woke up early morning on the 15th, had breakfast and
took off for our second day adventures by 9:30. Our main
destination for the second day was the Nagasaki Atomic
Bomb museum. There we were able to learn about the pain
and suffering brought about by the atomic bomb which
exploded over Nagasaki on August 9th 1945. We also found
out a lot about the history behind the bombing and the
process behind rebuilding the city to its present glory. After
that we went over to the peace park where we had a
delicious picnic lunch and then proceeded to explore other
parts of the beautiful city. Overall it was a well-rounded trip
with plenty of fun activities and we hope you can join us for
our future trips.
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2019 KUFSA

KYUDAISAI
MERCHANDISE

One of the biggest event of the whole school, Kyudaisai. We proudly
announce the opening of the reservation of 2019 KUFSA Kyudaisai souvenir products. This year’s available products are: Jacket，Polo shirt, and
Sport Towel. Get some of these products as a memory of your student life
in Kyushu University, or to boast around with these products as one of the
members of our beloved prestigious university. You can also get a bunch as
souvenirs for your friends and family back in your hometown! Don’t miss the
chance to acquire these exclusive products. Hurry up and book all items
that you are interested in and let us handle the rest.

KUFSA Jacket

Available Colors: Red/Black/Sliver/Black-red

KUFSA kindly introduces Kyushu University jacket for you this year. The
jacket launched this year is very special. We used the pattern on the
Kyushu University diploma. The front is the ancient characters of the word
"Kyushu University" which extracted from the top of the diploma. The middle
of the back is the Pegasus pattern from the graduation certificate, surrounded by shields and wings, and the top is the superb gorgeous king crown.
Below is the establishing time 1911 of Kyushu University. This jacket is full
of commemorative significance. It is a manifestation of your Kyushu University status in any occasion，and a very suitable souvenir gift to send your
families, relatives and friends!

Sale

If you buy more than one, 2 for 4800 (Not 5000 JPY), 3 for 7200 (Not 7500 JPY)

KUFSA Sports Towel
Available Colors: Sakura-Fuji/Yellow/ Navy Blue/ Aquamarine/Purple/ Deep Pink
KUFSA introduces Kyushu University sports towel for you. This time we will publish a very special version towel called
Sakura-Fuji, the pattern includes the symbols of Japan, like Sakura and Fuji mountain, which is a typical reflection of Japanese culture, as a student in Japan, you mustn’t miss it! Also, other colors are available. This sports towel is a new type of
cold-sensing fabric that absorbs sweat and is quick-drying, antibacterial and easy to carry. It is a must-have product for your
sports, fitness and travel activities. The pattern of Kyushu University is a manifestation of your Kyushu University student
status. At the same time, it is a very suitable souvenir gift to send your families, relatives and friends!

Sale

If you buy more than one, 2 for 1800 (Not 2000 JPY), 3 for 2700 (Not 3000 JPY)

KUFSA Polo Shirt
Available Colors:Black/White/Navy Blue/ Burgundy
KUFSA kindly introduces Kyushu University's polo
shirt for you this year, with exquisite craftsmanship
and high quality. Compared with T-shirts, polo shirts
are more dignified and formal. It is a manifestation of
your Kyushu University status in any occasions，and
a very suitable souvenir gift to send your families,
relatives and friends!

If you buy more than one, 2 for 2800

Sale (Not 3000 JPY), 3 for 4200 (Not 4500 JPY)
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KUFSA
TALENT HUNT

KTH Culture Show

On 29th of June 2019, KUFSA launched in
first big annual cultural event which is KUFSA
Talent Hunt Finalist. Through auditions from
various applicants, 5 finalists had been decided. At this grandeur stage in Shiki Hall, these
talented individuals and groups showcased
their talent and compete to win over the audience’s hearts. After through many sweat and
tears of hard work, the finalists had produced
performances worthy of praise and honours.
Alas, there could be only one champion at this
extravagant event. Thus, we are proud to
present ‘Garuda Beudhaya’ as the winner of
KUFSA Talent Hunt 2019!

Winner

!"#$%"&'($%)"*"
“We are very grateful to be chosen as KTH 2019 winner. Months
of preparation has been paid off not just because we became the
winner, but most importantly because we could entertain everyone
attending the final show of KTH. As both dancer and coach of
Garuda Beudhaya, I would like to express my gratitude to my
fellow members of Garuda Beudhaya for their hard work in this
KTH journey, KUFSA team who organized the whole event, and to
everyone else who have been supporting us all this time.”
---Felicia Agatha Satriya, Leader of ‘Garuda Beudhaya’

Special Thanks
Ryosuke Tamate

Judges
---from ATP Dance Club

Yue Ning
---from KUFSA Talent Hunt Winner 2018
Naura Fakhira Antariksa
---from Finalist of KUFSA Talent Hunt 2018
Guest performers
ATP Dance Club
Tap Dance Club
Acapella group ‘Step & Claps’
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BADMINTON&BOWLING
TOURNAMENT

KUFSA Sports

Winner Lists

Kalawitigoda Gamage Manosha Chathuramali
Champion (Female Singles)
Badminton Tournament 2019

Thank you very much KUFSA for organizing the badminton tournament. It was a great
event that we were able to meet new friends while playing badminton. I played after 4 years,
and never expected to win. I participated to play my favorite game.

Nguyen Cong Thanh
Champion (Male Singles) & Champion (Doubles)
Badminton Tournament 2019
It was really great to be accepted to join the year 2019 badminton tournament organized
by KUFSA. I love the sport and really have fun to play with other badminton lovers. To be a
winner, I am very happy. But the most important thing is that, via this event, I can meet new
friends and train my badminton skills. It was grateful for KUFSA members for your organization and support. I hope to join next year tournament.

Passakorn Kingwascharapong
Champion (Doubles) & 1st Runner-up (Male Singles)
Badminton Tournament 2019
First of all, I would like to thank KUFSA sport who organized this event. The tournament
is very fun and impressive. It is the starting point to meet international students who love this
kind of sport and keep in touch until now.

MD Amirul Islam
1st Runner-up (Doubles)
Badminton Tournament 2019
KUFSA is persistently arranging so many great events. We, the foreigners in Japan, feel
proud to be a part of this organization. The badminton tournament of this year was very well
organized and full of enjoyment. Our team is very much delighted to be the runner up of the
doubles category. We hope that KUFSA will continue to arrange such events in the future.

Shota Nakazaki
First Position
Bowling Tournament 2019
I was lucky to win the title. Sports, especially bowling, can be enjoyed by all people and
make friends. It was nice to have a good time with KUFSA members rather than winning.

Sampad Ghosh
KUFSA
Sports Cordinator
It was amazing to see how peoples are passionate about sports. Both the events were
consisting of some novice and stannic performance. Participants were enjoyed and interacted with each other and made a successful event indeed. Those who missed this time, please
join our next event to have some pure joy. Finally, thanks to all KUFSA officers for their
willing cooperation.
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TENURE
2019~2020

KUFSA
MEMBERS
From TOP-LEFT
Clockwise
Weilin Huang
Amal Laaroussi
Aditya Baraskar
Rahman Ashiqur
Romeo Kurniawan
Mohamed Shouman
Sampad Ghosh
Worapol Ketanond

KUFSA Monthly

Tiago Mathias
Yicheng Zhang

PHOTO CONTEST
@vuongquachdai
I really enjoyed the two-day trip with
KUFSA to Nagasaki prefecture. We
had a chance to visit many tourist
attractions here. I was really
impressed with the professional
organization and dedication of KUFSA
staffs during the trip. I hope I can
continue to participate in the next trips
to discover more about Japan culture.
Thank you so much, KUFSA!

@Thant Swe Win
The touch of natural settings
around the Shiraito Waterfall, a
unique place in Fukuoka,
reflects my feeling of tranquility
and happiness. The visit helps
relieve my stresses and restore
motivation to better perform the
works in progress. Thanks,
KUFSA for regularly organizing
such happy trips.

Junghwan Kang
Hossain Tow�iq
Nguyen Cao Son
Inggrid Marcellina

@Ben Sanouphab
Oita hot spring is one of
the most beautiful and
famous tourist spots that
many people want to
visit. Not just sightseeing, we also enjoyed the
foot spa. Big thanks to
KUFSA trip for giving us
an opportunity to be
there.

Natanael Suwandi
Simon Juba
Nayak Ajayaketan
Andriamisa Volana
Reynaldo A. Putra
Le Thi Cam Van
Moe Yonemura
Tsuchihashi Tomoe
Natsumi Nishiwaki
Ceasar Zein
Jihed Makhlouf
Raad Asif
Yuqi Liu
(Shota Deguchi)

UFSA

Magzine Design
Caesar Zein
Yuqi Liu

Editorial Committee
Caesar Zein
Yuqi Liu
Jihed Makhlouf
Raad Asif

Simon Juba
Romeo Kurniawan
Sampad Ghosh
Aditya Baraskar

